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A rotating raster generator is provided which enables
display of a television raster at any arbitrary roll angle.
The generator includes four integrator circuits each of
which receives a first voltage input corresponding to
the sine or cosine of the desired roll angle and a sec-
ond input comprising conventional horizontal or verti-
cal sync pulses. The integrator circuits form the prod-
uct of the sine or cosine inputs thereto with the con-
ventional deflection control voltages (describing a
normal non-rolled raster), using integration tech-
niques, to generate four zero-centered sawtooth out-
puts which when summed algebraically in pairs pro-
duce horizontal and vertical deflection control volt-
ages corresponding to desired roll angle. The integra-
tor circuits each comprise an operational amplifier
and a capacitor connected thereacross for producing a
ramp output having a rate of change proportional to
the roll angle input (sin<? or cos 6) thereto, an elec-
tronic switch responsive to the sync input (horizontal
or vertical) for resetting the integrator, and a summer
that adds the ramp output of the integrator to the roll
angle input so as to provide a zero-centered deflection
control voltage. ,'pr)
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ROTATING RASTER GENERATOR tions produced thereby are inherently perfectly smooth
and the roll rate can be so high that the eye cannot fol-

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION low the motion- F""ther, there is no lag between the
roll command and the roll angle of the display. The ro-

The invention described herein was made by an em- 5 tating raster generator of the invention can be used
ployee of the United States Government and may be equally wel, ̂  ^th teievision projectors and televi-
manufactured and used by or for the Government for sion monitors ̂  ^ proviso discussed below that the
governmental purposes without the payment of any jector Qf monitor haye a non.resonant deflection
royalties thereon or therefor. circuit

FIELD OF THE INVENTION According to a presently preferred embodiment
The present invention relates to generators which thereof- *e rotating raster generator of the invention

produce television rasters which can be displayed at an comprises first, second, third and fourth integrators
angle with respect to horizontal and visual simulation each of which receives a first voltage input correspond-
systems incorporating such generators. 15 in8 to the sine or cosine of the desired roll angle and a

second input comprising conventional horizontal or
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION vertical sync pulses. The integrators convert these in-

A number of techniques are known which are capa- puts into outputs which are added to produce horizon-
ble of producing television rasters which can be dis- tal or X-deflection and vertical or Y-deflection control
played at an arbitrary "roll angle," that is, at an arbi- 20 signals in a manner described hereinafter,
trary angle with respect to a horizontal reference as The integrator circuits actually serve to multiply the
viewed on a television monitor. One application of such sine or cosine inputs thereto with the conventional saw-
a technique is in the field of flight simulation. Specifi- tooth voltages, using integration techniques, each cir-
cally, where a flight simulator includes a television dis- Cuit advantageously comprising an operational ampli-
play to represent the view through the windshield to the 25 fier ^^ a capacitor and an electronic switch con-
pilot trainee, by introducing a roll angle into the dis- nected thereacross. Considering the integrator circuit
play, banking of the aircraft can be simulated. which recejves vertical sync pulses and sine 6 voltage

Raster rotation has been accomplished by physically input (where e fa ̂  ro,, ang,e) ^ sme e • t jg

rotating the deflection yoke around the neck of the Ued tQ the erational amplifier which together with
cathode ray tube using a servo motor. Further in one 30 ^ ^ ^ ^ ̂  f ^ ̂  rf fa

type of visual flight simulator which utilizes a television .. r .. •. • a j u j
projector, raster rotation is accomplished by physically tlon Proportional to s,n 0 and hence produces a corre-
rotating the entire projector assembly with a large sPondln« ramP' J1? Sy™K

pul*es C°ntrol '™tch™& °f

servo motor. It will be appreciated that these mechani- the electronic switch which, when triggered, discharges
cal techniques suffer a number of disadvantages and, in 35 the capacitor and resets the integrator to zero. At the
particular, cannot produce roll motions which are suffi- end of a svnc Pulse- the integrator again produces the
ciently fast, smooth and free from lag so as to be suit- ramP *> that a sawtooth is generated. To center this
able for the more demanding types of flight simulation ramp around zero, a variable bias is supplied by using
problems. • a summer to add the sin 6 signal to the output of the op-

A further television raster generator that merits at- 40 erational amplifier so as to produce a resultant zero-
tention here is that disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,379,833 centered sawtooth equal to V sin 6, where V is the con-
(Heckeret al.). The purpose of the controllable raster ventional vertical sawtooth corresponding to a non-
generator disclosed in the Hecker et al. patent is to pro- rolled raster. The remaining integrator circuits produce
duce raster signals that are externally controllable in V cos 6, Hsin 6 and //cos & outputs and as explained
position, size, shape and display, i.e., roll angle. The 5 hereinbelow suitable algebraic addition of pairs of
raster generator disclosed in the Hecker et al patent op- these signals produces horizontal and vertical deflec-
erates in response to an analog voltage proportional to tjon control signals.
roll angle and is, therefore, limited in the magnitude of Q^^ features and advantages of the invention will
roll angle that can be produced, the generator appar- be set forth in or apparent from the detailed description
ently being intended to provide relatively small adjust- of a preferred embodiment found hereinbelow.
ments in the raster roller angle. Structurally, the raster
generator of the Hecker et al patent includes integra- BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
tors which receive appropriate pulses from which saw- n& , fa a ̂  ^ of a schematic representation
tooth waveforms are generated. The roll angle control Qf ^.^ mom rf . jj,^^ the term
signals are produced by adding field rate pulses and line " n 1 •"
rate pulses in a single integrator for X-deflection and by r°_ai^.e' ., , .. . ,
performing a similar addition in another integrator for , nG- 2 IS a block **&?« °f a television visual siinu-
Y-deflection lation system incorporating the rotating raster genera-

tor of the invention;
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 60 JTJQ 3 is a schematic circuit diagram of a sawtooth

In accordance with the present invention, a rotating generator utilized in the rotating raster generator of the
raster generator is provided which electronically gener- invention;
ates a television raster which can be displayed at any FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the rotating raster gener-
arbitrary roll angle and can produce continuous roll an- ,_ ator of the invention; and
gles of any magnitude. The rotating raster generator FIGS. 5a to 5d, taken together, are a schematic cir-
also overcomes the disadvantages of the mechanical cuit diagram of the rotating raster generator of the in-
techniques discussed above. For example, the roll mo- vention.
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nFiruiPTlON OF A PRFFFRRFD FMROniMFNT SP°1 tracing out a conventional raster, i.e.,DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT Qne that has zefo rol] ̂  has vertica, an£, horizontal

position coordinated which vary in a sawtooth fashion.
As stated hereinabove, the rotating raster generator Thus, in a standard 525 line television, the vertical co-

of the invention is capable of electronically generating 5 ordinate is a 60 Hz sawtooth and the horizontal coordi-
a television raster which can be displayed at any arbi- nate is a 15,750 Hz sawtooth. For purposes of discus-
trary roll angle. To aid in familiarizing the reader with sion, the conventional vertical coordinate sawtooth is
the term "roll angle," reference is made to FIG. 1 denoted V and the conventional horizontal coordinate
which schematically depicts a television monitor gener- sawtooth is denoted H. If the scanning spot is tracing
ally denoted 10. The normal raster presented by the 10 out a raster which is rolled through an angle 0 such as
monitor 10 is indicated in solid lines at 12 whereas a shown in FIG. 1, the corresponding vertical and hori-
rolled or rotated raster is indicated in dashed lines at zontal coordinates, denoted V and H', are no longer of
14. The roll angle, i.e., the angle between the normal simple sawtooth form and may be described by the fol-
raster 12 and the rolled raster 14, is denoted 6. lowing equations:

Referring to FIG. 2, the raster generator of the inven- 15 v> — v o j. H • a
tion, which is represented by block 20, is shown as a V ~ V cos " " sin "
component in an exemplary television system capable H' = H cos 6 — V sin 0
of utilizing the raster generator. This system includes a The rotating raster generator of the invention corn-
synchronization pulse generator 22 which provides pre- putes V' and H' by using a multiplying by integration
cision timing pulses for controlling the scans of a televi- 20 technique j^ technique can be understood by refer-
sion camera 24 and the display device, and assuring ring to nG 3> which shows a sawtooth generator in-
that these scans remain synchronized with one another. eluding an integrator circuit formed by a first opera-
Camera 24, of course, provides the video signal which tional amplifier 30 connected in series with an input re-
ultimately modulates the brightness of the picture on sistor 31 and in paranei with a capacitor 32, the circuit
the face of the picture tube or CRT (not shown) of tele- 25 SQ formed providjng a rate of integration proportional
vision monitor 10, as is indicated by the connection be- to the sin e input For all practical purposes, the signal
tween camera 24 and monitor 10. The horizontal and sjn 0 can oe considered to be constant over a period of
vertical pulses produced by pulse generator 22 are also one vertical field, i.e., 1/60 seconds, and thus the volt-
applied to rotating raster generator 20 which, in addi- age at the output of amplifier 30 is a linear ramp which
tion, receives signals corresponding to the sine and co- 3° starts at zero A soiid state switcn 33 js connected par-
sine of the roll angle from the device in the system allel with capacitor 32 and is triggered at the end of the
which produces the roll angle command signals and vertical field by a vertical sync pulse as indicated.
which is shown here as a computer 26. As described in when triggered, switch 33 discharges capacitor 32 and
more detail hereinbelow, raster generator 20 electroni- resets the integrator circuit to zero. At the end of the
cally generates first and second voltage signals which 35 sync pulse, the integrator repeats the production of the
control horizontal and vertical deflection and, in par- ramp. The output of operational amplifier 30 is a saw-
ticular, command the scan on the CRT face of monitor tooth but one which is not centered around zero. Fur-
10 in such a manner that the picture appears at the de- ther, because the amplitude of the sawtooth so pro-
sired roll angle 0. duced varies, the amount of bias necessary to center

With the obvious exception of the raster generator w the sawtooth around zero also varies. The required
20, the devices shown by the various blocks can take variable bias is provided by the sin 6 input signal itself,
conventional forms and suitable devices for performing this .signal being added to the output of amplifier 30 in
the functions discussed are readily available on the the summing circuit or summer formed by a second op-
market. However, it should be noted that the monitor erational amplifier 34 and three resistors 35, 36 and 37
10 is different from conventional monitors insofar as connected as shown. Thus, the output of operational
the deflection system is concerned. Specifically, con- amplifier 34 is a zero-centered sawtooth voltage whose
ventional television monitors utilize resonant deflec- amplitude is proportional to sin 0. This voltage, as indi-
tion systems wherein the deflection yoke and deflection cated in FIG. 3, is the desired V sin 0 signal in the sec-
amplifier constitute a tuned circuit that oscillates at the ond equation set forth above. It should be pointed out
appropriate scanning frequency and which cannot os- that the circuitry of the invention does not form V (or
cillate at frequencies off resonance. It will be appreci- //) separately but rather the product V (or H) times the
ated that such a deflection system will not follow an ar- appropriate trigonometric function.
bitrary input and hence, as perhaps will become more Referring to FIG. 4, a block diagram of the rotating
clear later, will not work with the rotating raster gener- J5 raster generator of the invention is shown, the raster
ator of the invention. Hence, monitor 10 incorporates generator including four sawtooth generators 40, 41,
a non-resonant deflection circuit. Monitors incorporat- 42 and 43 generally corresponding to and functionally
ing non-resonant deflection systems which are suitable similar to the sawtooth generator of FIG. 3. Sawtooth
for displaying television rasters are also commercially generators 40 and 41 are vertical sawtooth generators
available. 60 and are connected to a vertical sync pulse amplifier 44

Before proceeding with a discussion of the specific which simply amplifies the vertical sync pulses from
embodiment of the rotating raster generator of the in- generator 22 of FIG. 2 so that these pulses can operate
vention, it might be helpful to investigate background the solid state switches in generators 40 and 41 corre-
equations associated with the operation of the genera- spending to switch 33 of FIG. 3. Similarly, a horizontal
tor of the invention. A television raster can be charac- ^ sync pulse amplifier 45 amplifies the horizontal sync
terized in terns of the vertical and horizontal coordi- pulses forming the input thereto so that these pulses
nates of the scanning spot. If the origin of the coordi- can operate the solid state switches in horizontal saw-
nate system is taken to be the center of the raster, a tooth generators 42 and 43. As shown in FIG. 4, saw-
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tooth generators 40, 41, 42 and 43 produce outputs V
cos 6, V sin 6, H cos 6, and H sin 6, respectively. An in-
verier 46 inverts the output of sawtooth generator 41
to produce a — V sin 8 signal and first and second sum-
mers 47 and 48 add the outputs of generators 40 and
43 and generator 42 and inverter 46, respectively. As
indicated in FIG. 4 and in accordance with the equa-
tions set forth above, the outputs at summers 47 and 48
are the desired V and //' sawtooth signals.

volts, the collector current, which very nearly equals
the emitter current, passing through resistor R5 causes
the collector of transistor Q2 to be at —3 volts. When
the voltage on the base of transistor Q2 is at +1 5 volts,
the voltage on the base of transistor Q3 is at +15 volts
and the voltage on the base of transistor Q5 is —15
volts. Transistor Q3 which is connected to the emitter
of transistor Q2 is an emitter follower that supplies cur-
rent gain to transistor Q4, transistor Q4 being a corn-

Referring to FIGS. 5a to 5d, collectively referred to 10 mon base amplifier with a voltage gain of approxi-
as FIG. 5, a circuit diagram of one embodiment of the mately 2. Transistor Q4 converts the input thereto,
overall rotating raster generator system of FIG. 4 is
shown. It is noted that the embodiment shown in FIG.
4 is designed to be compatable with a particular visual

which has a peak-to-peak range of 1 1.5 volts, into an
output having a peak-to-peak range of about 20 volts.
The operation of transistors Q5 and Q6 is similar to

simulation system and such features as the available 15 that of transistors Q3 and Q4 although transistor QS is
sync pulses, the deflection requirements of the monitor connected to the collector transistor Q2 and hence
and the scale factors of the sine and cosine of the roll these transistors operate on the negative portion of the
angle will, of course, affect the particular design of the signal from transistor Q2.
generator, and the values shown in FIG. 5 are tailored -r^ vertical sync pulse amplifler discussed above
to this design. For example, as set forth hereinbelow, 20 thus produces two Qut t waveforms that are identical
the vertical and horizontal sync pulses are of a particu- except for sign Specifically, during the period of the
lar waveform and frequency in the exemplary embodi-
ment under consideration. Further, each axis of the de-
flection system of the monitor 10 has a 5,000 ohm Q6 is at _8 volts whereas during the portion of sweep
input impedance and requires at least five volts to move 25 when ^ y ^.^ ^ Qff ̂ ^ y Q ^ _^
the spot from the center to the edge of the screen. Each

v.drive pu]se the VQ, at the collector of transistor

Q4 Js at +g vohg and ̂  at the collector of transistor

axis is equipped with an attenuator which can reduce
the deflection sensitivity to one half the maximum, thus
requinng 10 volte for a half-screen deflection. The sine
and cosine of the roll angle are scaled to have maxi- ^

i f -i- inn imum values o t _ l U U volts.
Referring to FIG. 5 and more particularly to FIG. 5a,

the vertical sync pulses, referred to as the V-drive, are
applied to an input terminal 50. The V-drive is a 60 Hz
voltage waveform that remains at 0 volts during the ^
vertical sweep and changes to -10 volts for about 1 ms
at the end of the vertical sweep. The V-drive pulse at
terminal 50 is applied to the negative side of a capaci-
tor Cl which is connected to a vertical sync pulse am-
plifier which corresponds to amplifier 44 of FIG. 4 and 40

which is formed by transistors Ql to 06 and the resis-
tors Rl to Rll associated therewith. Capacitor Cl is

^ Qff ̂ ^ y Qvohg ^ +, 2 vohs ective, As explained in con-
nection wjth FI& 4 fl^ \oltages produced are used to

& ̂  M ^^ ^ vertica, sawtoothators described in more detai, hereinbelow.
e _. , . . . .._ .. , . .

*^e horizontal sync pulse amplifier formed by tran-
sistors Q7 to Q12 operates in the same manner as the.. . . v ..- , ... ,vert1^ sync pulse amplifier just described except for
two ^o/ ^ ho"Z°ntal **™ P"lse Slgna1'called the H-drwe and applied at terminal 51, operates
thls S5ctlon' the H-.drlve

 n
bemg " 1 5'75° "z volt^

waveform that remams at 0 volts during the honzontal
sweep and changes to -10 volts for about 8.5 ms at the
e"d of <he horizontal sweep. Secondly as described

, the common junction of diodes CR1, CR2 and
ls connected to the base of transistor Q7 and pre-

vents transistor Q7 from turning on during the V-drive
Pulse- Th"8' horizontal sweeps are not generated dur-
ln8 vertical retrace, as the horizontal sawtooth genera-

also connected to a horizontal sync pulse amplifier
which corresponds to amplifier 45 of FIG. 4 and which
is formed by transistors Q7 to Q12 and resistors R12 to 45 tors remain at zero volts during this period. The princi-
R22 associated therewith (see FIG. Si). A diode net- Ple purpose of this feature is to make the integrators,
work including diodes CR1, CR2 and CR3 is connected described hereinbelow and formed by operational am-
between capacitor Cl and the input to transistor Q7 to, Plifiers A**5 and AR6, self-unsaturating. If a transient
as set forth below, prevent transistor Q7 from turning should occur that causes the operational amplifiers of
on during the V-drive pulse. Since diodes CR2 and 50 either of these integrators to saturate, the period of the
CR3 will not permit the positive side of capacitor Cl H-drive pulse is too short to permit them to recover.
to go more than about 1.5 volts negative, the voltage The V-drive pulse, however, is long enough to permit
waveform at the terminal common to diode CR3 and such recovery and thus if saturation should occur dur-
resistor Rl is essentially a V-drive varying from about >ng a vertical field, there will be recovery at the end of
+8. 5 volts to -1.5 volts. When this voltage goes to +8.5
volts, transistor Ql gets base current through resistor
Rl and turns on. This causes the voltage at the base of
transistor Q2 to drop from +15 volts to about +2.5

the field.
It is noted that the H-drive is also capacitively cou-

pled to the horizontal sync pulse amplifier through ca-
pacitor C2. The capacitive coupling of the drive pulses

volts as a result of the voltage divider action of resistors ,„ to the sync pulse amplifiers effectively blocks the in-
R2 and R3. Transistor Q2 is connected as an emitter puts if the sync pulses are lost, regardless of the D.C.

levels remaining in the inputs.
The amplifiers described above are designed to keep

the solid state switches, mentioned in connection with

follower which produces two voltage waveforms that
are equal in amplitude and opposite in direction. When
voltage on the base of transistor Q2 is at +2.5, the emit-
ter thereof is at about +3 volts. Substantially all of the 65 FIG. 4 and described below, closed when no sync
current through resistor R4 also goes through resistor pulses are present. Thus, the integrators described
R5 since transistor O2 draws very little base current.
Therefore, when the emitter of transistor Q2 is at +3

below all remain at zero volts until sync pulses are ap-
plied.
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The circuit of FIG. 5 also includes four sawtooth gen- voltage at the collector of transistor CM and the resis-
erators corresponding to those discussed above in con- tance of resistor R25.
nection with FIG. 4. From the discussions hereinabove As stated hereinabove, the circuit of FIG. 5 utilizes
in connection with FIGS. 3 and 4, it will be appreciated three summing amplifiers or summers and these are
that seven summing or inverting operations must be 5 formed by three operational amplifiers AR2, AR4 and
performed for the raster generator of the invention to ART and the attendant circuitry associated therewith,
function since each sawtooth generator includes a sum- The summing amplifiers are of conventional form and
mer as shown in FIG. 3 and the circuit of FIG. 4 in- include appropriate input and feedback resistors which
eludes two additional summers and an inverter. How- need not be referred to in detail. A capacitor 17 con-
ever, by utilizing each amplifier for as many operations 10 nected across operational amplifier AR2 serves as a
as possible, only three summing amplifiers are actually high frequency noise filter and two capacitors CIS and
required. C16 serve the same function. First and second resistors

Turning to a consideration of these sawtooth genera- R61 and R62 connected in series with the output lead
tors, the integrators formed by operational amplifiers of operational amplifiers AR4 and AR7 prevent any in-
AR1, AR3, ARS and AR6 and the circuitry associated 15 stability caused by the capacitance of the output cable,
therewith, all operate in generally the same way, the
only difference being that the integrators tied to the H- Switch SW1, referred to above, together with asso-
drive operate much faster than those tied to the V- ciated resistors R42, R43, R52 and R58, is used to pro-
drive and hence have smaller feedback capacitors and duce a test function so that a raster at zero roll angle
different input resistors. Because of this similarity, only 20 can be generated without the presence of external sine
the integrator which is formed by operational amplifier and cosine inputs. With switch SW1 in the second, "in-
AR1 and the circuitry associated therewith will be de- ternal" position, the sine 0 and cos 6 inputs at terminals
scribed. 52 and 53 are disconnected and a +15 volt input at ter-

Operational amplifier AR1 is connected to the sin 0 minal 54 is connected into the circuit through the
input at terminal 52 through a switch SW1 and input 25 named resistors.
resistors R23 and R24. A capacitor C4 in parallel with As shown in FIGS. 5a to 5d and as discussed above,
operational amplifier AR1 serves as the feedback ca- the circuitry described operates from a ± 15 volt power
pacitor described above regarding FIG. 3 whereas a ca- supply. Since these voltages supply both reference lev-
pacitor C3 connected between resistors R23 and R24 els and power to the operational amplifiers, the power
and ground serves as a filter capacitor designed to elim- 30 supply should be well regulated and should be provided
inate high frequency noise from the input. The exem- with tracking between the positive and negative out-
plary valves given for the resistors R23 and R24 and ca- puts. A current output of about 0.5 amperes on each
pacitor C4 were chosen so that the integrator will reach output is adequate for the raster generator hereinde-
a peak of about 8 volts during one sweep when the scribed.
input is 100 volts. First and second diodes CR10 and 35 The raster generator of FIG. 5 is calibrated using six
CR11, connected from the feedback loop to ground as potentiometers R27, R31, R39, R41, R45 and R57. As-
indicated, prevent the voltage at the summing junction suming that sine and cosine inputs are present which
from reaching more than about ± 0.7 volts. This ar- correspond to or represent a zero roll angle, the raster
rangement protects operational amplifier AR1, and the is centered using potentiometers R41 and R57 as indi-
other circuitry associated therewith, from high voltages 40 cated. Under these circumstances the size of the raster
if the 100 volts is present with the power supply turned is controlled by the gain control of monitor 10. Chang-
off. First and second oppositely poled or back-to-back ing the roll angle 0 to 90° permits adjustment of poten-
zener diodes CR8 and CR9 are also connected in paral- tiometers R27, R31, R39 and R45 to obtain the proper
lei with operational amplifier AR1 and provide over- raster size and centering. It is noted that the raster can
load protection therefor. A diode bridge formed by di- be properly centered and will have the proper center of
odes CR4, CR5, CR6 and CR7 and also connected in rotation even if the unblanked portion is smaller than
parallel with operational amplifier AR1 together with the total raster. Such a situation will arise if the raster
associated resistors R25 and R26 form the SOLID blanking pulses are wider than the drive pulses. How-
STATE switch referred to above in connection with ever, this situation does not present problems as long
FIG. 3, the switch so formed serving to reset the inte- as the raster adjustments are made using the unblanked
grator during the negative portion of the V-drive pulse. raster for reference.
When the V-drive is at zero volts, the input voltage The operation of the circuit of FIG. 5 is the same as
from the collector of transistor Q4 is at —12 volts and that described regarding FIG. 4 with V and H' signals
the input voltage from the collector of transistor Q6 is „ provided at the output terminals 55 and 56 which are
at+12 volts and under these conditions the bridge does marked "Vertical Output" and "Horizontal Output"
not conduct and acts as an open switch. When the V- respectively. Hence, this description will not be re-
drive is at —10 volts, the voltages at the collectors of peated here. Further, the components which have not
transistors Q4 and Q6 reverse polarities, the former been specifically referred to correspond to those de-
going to +8 volts and the latter to —8 volts. At this time 6Q scribed above or perform conventional functions in the
diodes C4 to C7 conduct and the switch formed circuit and are included only for the sake of complete-
thereby is effectively closed. If, for example, the output ness. Hence, further specific description of these com-
of the integrator is positive, diodes CR5 and CR6 are ponents will also be dispensed with,
cut off and capacitor C4 will discharge through diode As stated hereinabove it will be understood that sub-
CRT and resistor R26, the return current passing 65 stitutions can be made for the various components
through resistor R25 and diode CR4. The rate of dis- shown in FIG. 5. For example, the transistors used
charge of capacitor C4, which essentially determines merely need to have adequate voltage and current rat-
the current capacity of the switch, is dictated by the ings and be of reasonably high speed operation. Simi-
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larly, the diodes must be capable of high speed switch- prising a first summer means for adding said V cos 6
ing on the order of a few nanoseconds. The amplifiers and H sin 6 voltages to produce said vertical deflection
must provide high gain, have a fairly high input impe- control voltage and a second summer means for adding
dance and reasonably stable. Perhaps most important said //cos 6 output voltage and the inverse of said J-'sin
is that the amplifiers must have a high slew rate prefera- 5 6 output voltage to produce a horizontal deflection
bly on the order of 100 volts per microsecond. It will control voltage, each of said integrator circuits com-
be understood by those skilled in the art that modifica- prising an operational amplifier and a capacitor con-
tions and variations in the exemplary embodiment dis- nected across said operational amplifier for producing
cussed above, other than those merely concerning par- a ramp voltage whose rate of change is proportional to
ticular component values, can also be effected without 10 the trigonometric input, each of said sawtooth genera-
departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. tors further comprising an electronic switch responsive

I claim: to said sync input for resetting said integrator circuit,
1. A rotating raster generator for generating horizon- sync pulse amplifier means connected to the sync in-

tal and vertical deflection control voltages for produc- puts of said sawtooth generator for amplifying the sync
ing any desired roll angle comprising first, second, third 15 pulse input signals to levels suitable for triggering said
and fourth sawtooth generator circuits each comprising electronic switches, said sync pulse amplifier means
a horizontal or vertical sync pulse signal and a second comprising a vertical sync pulse amplifier for receiving
input voltage corresponding to a trigonometric func- vertical sync pulses and a horizontal sync pulse ampli-
tion of the desired roll angle and for producing an out- fier for receiving horizontal sync pulses, each of said
put voltage corresponding to the second input voltage, 20 amplifiers including a capacitor connected to receive
multiplied by a conventional vertical or horizontal saw- the sync pulse signal for blocking the input to the am-
tooth voltage waveform, derived from said first input, plifier during loss of the sync pulse signal, a first transis-
means for algebraically adding the outputs of a first tor having the base thereof connected to said capacitor,
pair of said sawtooth generators to produce a horizon- a first transistor emitter follower connected to said first
tal deflection control voltage and for algebraically add- 25 transistor, a second transistor emitter follower con-
ing the outputs of the remaining pair of said sawtooth nected to the emitter of said first emitter follower, a
generators to produce a vertical deflection control volt- first common base amplifier connected to the emitter
age, said first sawtooth generator comprising a first in- of said second emitter follower, a third transistor emit-
tegrator circuit for receiving a first cos 0 input voltage, ter follower connected to the collector of said first tran-
where 6 is the desired roll angle, said first integrator cir- 30 sistor emitter follower and a second common base am-
cuit also receiving a vertical sync pulse input and pro- plifier connected to the emitter of said third transistor
ducing an output voltage proportional to V cos 0 where emitter follower, the outputs of said first and second
V comprises a conventional vertical sawtooth signal, common base amplifiers being respectively connected
said second sawtooth generator comprising a second to the inputs of the electronic switches of two of said
integrator circuit for receiving a sin 6 input voltage and 35 sawtooth generators and a diode network being con-
a horizontal sync pulse input for producing an output nected between the point on the connection between
voltage proportional to H sin 6 where H comprises a said capacitor and the base of the first transistor of the
conventional horizontal sawtooth signal, said third saw- vertical sync pulse amplifier, and the base of the first
tooth generator comprising a third integrator circuit for transistor of the horizontal sync pulse amplifier to pre-
receiving said cos & voltage and said horizontal sync 40 vent the latter transistor from turning on during the
pulse for producing an output voltage proportional to vertical sync pulse signal.
H cos 0, said fourth sawtooth generator comprising a 2. A rotating raster generator as claimed in claim 1
fourth integrator circuit for receiving said sin 0 voltage wherein said electronic switches each comprise a diode
and said vertical sync pulse for producing an output bridge,
voltage proportional to V sin 6, said adding means com- 45 * * * * *
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